
Fast and accurate 
web application security testing 
for small organizations

Key benefits

Test all websites and web applications
Acunetix Standard is an on-premises solution that lets you 

check all your websites and web applications for all kinds of 

vulnerabilities. It doesn’t matter where your web application 

comes from – if you can access it with a browser, Acunetix can 

check if it’s secure. Whether you need security testing for your 

WordPress sites, websites that you develop for your 

customers, or custom web applications that you develop, 

Acunetix has you covered.

Easy to set up and use
Acunetix Standard was designed to be easy to use. You can 

start scanning in as little as five clicks. The Acunetix scanner 

engine is one of the fastest on the market so you don’t waste 

time. Acunetix also verifies vulnerabilities that it finds so you 

get almost no false positives.

Detect everything, learn everything
Acunetix Standard scans for over 7,000 web vulnerabilities. 

This includes major vulnerabilities such as SQL injections and 

cross-site scripting (XSS) as well as vulnerabilities that many 

other scanners miss. You can check your websites and web 

servers for misconfigurations, unpatched software, weak 

passwords, exposed databases, and many other issues. 

Acunetix has been developing advanced scanning technology 

since 2005 and has maintained one of the highest detection 

ratings in the industry for over 15 years.

Benjamin De Point
VP of Software Development & Hosting

Acunetix has helped make our 
application stronger and give our 
clients the assurance that their data 
is safe.

Ben Ho
Developer, Sendy

Acunetix allowed us to identify some 
major vulnerabilities before hackers 
were able to exploit them. This has 
made Sendy a far more secure 
application and hugely reduced the 
risk of us being breached.

Anthony Sinclair
Managing Director, Vocal Views

The company needed a ‘digital fortress’ 
to protect the private/personal 
information and monitor any security 
vulnerabilities ongoing. Acunetix is 
instrumental in massively reducing 
online risk – making sure there are no 
black holes which could be exploited.



Key features

Discover & crawl all your assets

Acunetix Standard lets you discover abandoned 

or forgotten websites that belong to your business. 

You can make sure that all your web assets are 

secure just by entering the name of your company 

in the tool. Unlike other web application scanners, 

Acunetix accurately crawls even the most complex 

web applications. Acunetix also allows you to scan 

complex, multi-level forms and password-protected 

areas of your sites.
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Resolve issues

If you develop your own websites or web 

applications, Acunetix gives you all the information 

that you need to quickly and easily fix the issue. 

Acunetix even proves many security issues so that 

your developers don’t have to worry about them 

being false positives. If you use open-source or 

proprietary software, Acunetix can immediately 

identify insecure versions and provide you with 

information on the ones that are secure.

Detect vulnerabilities

Acunetix features AcuSensor, which lets you 

test applications from the outside (dynamic testing) 

and inside (interactive testing). This allows you to 

discover vulnerabilities that other tools miss. 

AcuSensor also gives you additional information 

about vulnerabilties, which would be impossible to 

get from tools that only scan from the outside, for 

example, the exact location of the issue. Acunetix 

also can help you detect malware in your web 

applications and websites by detecting malicious 

links and malicious scripts.
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